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Notation

Cask , container that will accommodate the materials to be transported.

Platform - motorized vehicle, separated from the cask, that will carry the cask.

AGV - Automatic Guided Vehicle.

PLC - Programmable Logic Controller.

HCB - Hot Cell Building.

TB - Tokamak Building.

VV - Vacuum \rssel.

RHC - Remote Handling Casks.

HCI - Human Computer Interface.

LGV - Laser Guided Vehicle.



Introduction

As a result of previous work [IST97], the concept of an air cushion vehicle using an induc-

tive AGV solution for primary guidance and navigation has been seiected as the ITBR

reference for transport of components between the TB and the HCB. This choice has been

made considering the flexibility of the solution (easy modification of the transport path),

the current state-of-the-art and the expected lower cost with respect to the alternatives

considered - in particular a rail-based solution.

This report presents some of the issues involved in the design of the cask transporter

system for ITER, namely the path topology. the areas spanned by the platform during

motion and the clearance for removing it from underneath the cask. this leading to a

discussion on the constraints that have to be satisfied in the building design.

An open discussion and further studies are being carried out to extend, in the long

term, the AGV fixed guidance proposed in [NNC98] [AeroGo98] to a free roaming vehicle,

able to leave the physical path and to regain it again, should this be necessary during

operation. This report discusses the general conditions regarding navigation, guidance

and path planning under which an AGV type platform can operate as a free-roaming

vehicle or as a mixed-type vehicle.

1-.1 Objectives

NNC has pointed towards a solution for the ITER RH transport vehicles with a platform

separated from the cask [NNC98]. Rescue and cost are the most important reasons pointed

out to favor the separated solution: should the platform be able to move by itself without

carrying the cask, rescue operations will be easier and total cost will be reduced because

thenumberof platformscanbelessthanthenumberof casks. Inapreviousreport [ IST97]'
IST concluded that a rhombic kinematic configuration with two drive-and-steering wheel

blocks (denoted as d,riae unitsin [AeroGo98]) would be the most appropriate solution for

such a platform.

In this report, geometric considerations relative to the rhombic platform are presented,

l.ith the objective of determining whether impact to the building or to vehicle design exists

ol not. Two main topics are discussed:

o the area spanned by the platform when following a speciall-v designed path for

particular/critical areas on the buildings;

o the clearance required to remove from and insert the platform underneath the cask;

The study leads to conclusions on the geometric feasibilitl 'of the rhombic kinematic

str.ucture. given the actual building design and the path to be follon'ed. Critical points

aiong the path a,re pointed out allong rvith suggested solutiotts.



Another objective of this document is to provide some general considerations regarding
the navigation and guidance systems that will integrate the vehicle, should it operate in
a free-roaming mode.

L.2 Organization

In Section 2, the geometric feasibility of the rhombic kinematic platform is analysed for
the six main regions which compose the path betu'een the VV and the HCB, considering
two main issues: recommended path and spanned area, and rescue clearance. The op-
erating principle of a vehicle with a primary and a secondary' navigation systems, which
can switch between a free-roaming and an AGV mode of operation, is discussed in Sec-
tion 3 as an extension of the solution proposed in [AeroGo98]. Three appendices describe
the geometry of the rhombic kinematic structure, the derivations to compute the rescue
clearance associated to the vehicle in the TB gallery and the HC transport corridor, and
those to compute the vehicle spanned area in the TB gallery, respectively. A short ap-
pendix gives some insight on cubic spirals-based path planning. The equations in those
appendices are rvidely' used in Section 2, so the interested reader may wish to consult
them first. A final appendix contains the specification sheet of a laser-scanner navigation
svstem.



2 Geometric Feasibility Study

Along the route between the TB and the HCB, the air cushion vehicles must foilow
different path types within the available space, perform some manoeuvres, and overcome
some critical locations, for which the feasibility of rescue manoeuvres has to be carefully
analysed.

Safety and rescue are ke,v issues in ITER. Equipment failures are supposed to occur
rarely (i.e.., the RH transportation system must be very reliable), but it should always
be possible to recover from any kind of failure preventing the vehicle from pursuing its
motion along the planned path. To improve system safety, the concept of an air cushion
motorized platform carrying a transport cask was developed. Under this concept, should
a probiem arise (e.g.. failure of air supply), it is possible in most cases to remove the
platform from underneath the cask, as the latter is self-supported by fixed lateral feet,
raised when the air casters are operational. When the geometry of the vehicle and walls
relative positions prevents platform removal, different rescue procedures will be required,
depending on the type of problem. Typically, should the stopping condition be caused
by an event other than an aerocaster or air supply failure, the backup manual mode (see
below) can be used to move the vehicle to a pose (position * location) where the platform
can be removed and replaced by a new one. Otherwise a rescue vehicle will be needed to
provide air supply, so that the above manoeuvre can be carried out.

In this report., we are mainly concerned with the geometric feasibility of the air cushion
RHC described in [AeroGo98]. This includes planning smooth paths to increase safety
and to simplify guidance control, the verification of possible overlaps between the vehicle
spanned area and the building walls when following a planned path, and the analysis
of the clearance required to remove the platform from underneath the cask in different
possible failure locations. Recommendations regarding impact on the building and on
vehicle design are the most important result of this study.

2.L Main assumptions

It is assumed that the platform is rigid and can only move on a straight line along its
longitudinal axis when coming out from or entering underneath a cask. No other type
of platform manoeuvres are considered while part of its body is still underneath the
cask. Nevertheless, a multi-body segmentation (..g.,2 or 3 segments) of the platform is
enrrisaged as an improved solution to recover from air compressor failures by removing
the shorter modules one at a time. As such, different clearances. depending on module
length, will be considered in the rescue manoeuvres subsections. Notice that the platform
ma,r. follow almost any path topology when it is completel-r'underneath the cask or when
there is no cask on it. Also, studies regarding the rescue clearance assiume always that
the platform may only leave from underneath the cask mosing backwards (i.e-, the rear,
shou'n in Figure i is the leading platform side during motion).

To evaluate spanned areas and rescue clearances. the rehicle dimensions. shown in



Figure 1, are those presented in [AeroGog8], i.e.,

platform length (including the platform rear space for the control system, shown on
the left of the figure) / : 8500 mm,

r platform width ur :4000 mm,

o distance between drive units /': 6300 mml

rear front

I

Figure l: Schematic representation of a rhombic vehicle.

Alternative values for l' (e.g., 5000 mm) were tested to search for possible improve-
ments on the total spanned areas.

All building dimensions were obtained or extrapolated from the most recently available

ITER-EDA drawings (end of 1997). In what concerns free space for vehicle motion., the

maximum and minimum considered radii of the TB gallery boundary circles z,tE r*o, : {)

m and rmin -- 32 m, respectively. The width of a typical W docking port entrance is

5000 mm. The laydown hall entrance closer to the lift is 4900 mm wide. Laydown hali
s'idth is 10250 mm. Its length is 20100 mm. The HC transport corridor is 4700 mm
wide in the initial46000 mm, and 6000 mm wide in the remaining 93725 mm. Inside the

HCB. only the last docking port is considered, since it corresponds to the most difficult
situation, from a geometric standpoint. Its entrance is 5500 mm wide.

In t\NC98], 3 operation modes are considered for the air cushion RHC:

l. semi-automatic, used when the AGV follows a track under normal operation.
controlled by the on-board PLC;

tfL* a}-x-t nrnr value for /' was based on earlier drafts of [AeroGog8]. However, should the curreut

|lrp' rrrh rs'o possible values for // (6075 and 6700 mm), be accepted, the simulation tool can be used

rr {rlrl: tb* results pre,sented in this report.

w
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2. backup manual, used as a backup when the on-board PLC fails, with a reduced
set of operator functions (e.g.. speed control) available to the operatorl

3. normal manual, used fol operator controlled manoeuvres, with an available "high-

level" set of operator actions (e.g., individual or both wheels steering, crab steering,
turning on the spot).

In mode 1, a maximum deviation from the track of t3 mm is anticipated, while
a maximum deviation from the track of it00 mm might occur in mode 3, when the
operator is driving the vehicle to follow the track- l\{ode 3 is used for rescue vehicles and
remote manoeuvres carried out bv the operator.

This section tackles the spanned area and rescue clearance issues for the six main
regions composing the path betr,r'een the TB and the HCB: the VV docking ports, the TB
gallery, the path fi'om the lift to the laydown hall, the path from the laydown hall to the HC
transport corridor, the HC transport corridor, and the HCB docking ports. The analysis
of each region corresponds to a subsection. For each of them, results from simulations
done in Matlab are presented showing the recommended path with the corresponding
spanned area and the rescue space for vehicle manoeuvres, should an equipment failure
occur. Some results are based on closed form expressions derived in Appendices B and
C, others are computed on the fly, at simuiation time. In both cases, simulations are
parameterized by the vehicle and building dimensions, hence it is possible to cope with
possible modifications. The studies made concentrated on determining smooth paths to
be followed by both steering wheels, so that "ad-hoc" and/or operator-driven manoeuvres
could be avoided. Manoeuvres are a possible alternative in most cases (and are compared
rvith smooth paths for a few regions), as well as separate paths for the two steering wheels.
Nevertheless, we consider the smooth single path as the most desirable solution, since it is
based on an analytical smoothness criterion which can be appiied to practically all cases.

Results concerning rescue will consider the worst case anticipated scenarios for vehicle
misalignment after the occurrence of a failure, i.e.,

o for the deviation error d: both wheeis deviated *100 mm from the track:

o for the orientation enor B; one of the wheels deviated -l-100 mm from the track,
the otirer wheel deviated -100 mm from the track.

Please check Appendices B and C for a clear definition of d and J.

2.2 VV docking ports

2.2.1 Recommended path and spanned area

The path betrveen the TB gallery and the VV docking ports is characterized, in the typical
cases. b1' srvitching from a 37 m radius circular path to a radial path (or backwards). The

:
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vehicle manoeuvre is even harder due to the narrow entrance to the docking ports and
the relatively narrow space in the TB gallery. However, simuiations show (see Figure 2)
that it is possible to find a cubic spiral path, as explained in Appendix D, to overcome
the switching smoothly and without colliding with the gallery and docking ports walls,
even in the worst case of a *100 mm vehicle deviation from the path.

The results shown in this subsection were selected from a set of simulations where dif-
ferent paths and two distances between drive units (// : 5000, 6300 mm) were considered.

Figure 2: V'ehicle recommended path and spanned area when moving from the gallery to
a VV docking port (scenario 11.

2.2.2 Rescue Clearance

The space available for rescue manoeuvres was studied for two different scenarios:

1. the vehicle follows the path suggested in the previous subsection;

2. the vehicle follows the gallery circular path, stops at the entrance of a docking port
access corridor, and rotates 90o about its center (turns on the spot),, to align itself
with the access corridor (see Figure 5). This is similar to the use of turn-tables for
rail systems.

Results concerning scenario 1 are illustrated in Figure 3. The plot shows the evoiution
of the worst case clearance (AA'in Appendix B, see Figure 32) along the path shown in
Figure 2. In the figure, motion in both directions is made in such a way that the platform
front faces the VV docking port door when the vehicle is docked. The iteration number'
in the x-axis label refers to the simulation steps depicted in Figure 3 as successive vehicle

Gall€ry to D@king Pod (l' = 6.3)



locations. From the plot, it can be seen that there are locations along the path (roughly
iterations L4 to 32) where, should the vehicle stop due to some malfunction, it would not
be possible to remove the platform from underneath the cask, because the clearance is
below 8.5 m, the total length of the platform plus the platform rear space for the control
systems. With a 2-body platform, and considering a .1.5 m long body to include the
additional rear space for the control system. the range of locations for which this type of
rescue would not be possible is reduced (roughlf iterations l5 to 27). as theoretically each
body could be removed at a time. Notice that platform removal is possible for ail the
other locations. Vehicle position and orientation at the critical locations, between which
platform removal is not possible (i.e.. 14 and 32 for a l-bod-r- platform. 15 and 27 for a
2-body platform), are depicted in Figure 4.

15 20
Itsatim Number

Figure 3: Clearance space available while moving from the gallery to a VV docking port,

following a smooth path (scenario 1). The minimum corresponds to space: 880 mm.

The study regarding scenario 2 was based on the expressions (20) and (23), derived

in Appendix B. The clearance spo,ce was studied for several values of the orientation

error B, in the cases where no radial deviation from the path (d = 0) was considered.

Iri this case, B is not exactly an error with respect to the track. but resulLs exclusively

fi'orn vehicle manoeuvring. Nevertheless, the angles are measured according to Figure 32

of Appendix B. A general rotation on the spot from 0 to +90o has been considered for

tlre ma,noeuvres, and the clearance space values were determined from the expressions in

Appendix B.

Turning on the spot with the vehicle centered on the 3? m radius circular trajectory

allou,s a, clea,rance whose minimum value is S0 mm. Therefore. this is a problematic

Ra W ftr E'tq I Oodi! Pd fcceas Cdnod
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Figure 4: Vehicle pose at critical iterations L4, L5,27 and 32 (scenario 1).

Fisure 5: Vehicle manoeuvres to move from the gallery to a VV docking port.
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manoeuvre, as a malfunction during rotation would prevent rescue by immediate platform

replacement. Actually, in general, "l".r.n"e is enough for a l-body vehicle when -23o <

P-< 4" and for a 2-body vehicle when -26o < P < lI"'

Comparing the two possible scenarios, we

similar rescue problems, it is the one requiring

based on a smoother Path.

2.3 In the TB gallerY

recommend scenario 1 since, despite o{

less operator-driven manoeuvres and is

2.3.L Recommended path and spanned area

30 35 {0 45
x lml

Figure 6: Vehicle path and spanned area when moving in the TB gallerl'

The recommended path in the TB gallery is a circular arc concentric with the gallery

inner and outer boundaries, and equidlstani to th"*, i'e', with a radius of r"" = 37 m'

Par tof thepathandvehic iespannedareaareshowninFigure6.

A study was made regarding the distance to the outer and inner gatl€r-Y walls of

their closest vehicle points, respectively'*o* -OA and Oe - rT T (see Appendix C'

Figure 35). The following table p."r"tt, the results obtained for cornbinations of the

*.orst case deviation and orientation errors with respect to the tracl- \o space problems

are noticeable.

Mwing in lhs Gallery (l' = 6 3)

l 0



d
['"l

p

['l
Distance to the walls fml
Outer \&all Inner Wall

0 . 1
-2
0
2

2.89 2.99
,  '7 .1
L .  I  a 3.00
2.59 3.99

0.0

.t

0
,

2.99 2.89
2.84 2.90
2.69 2.89

-0 .1
a,

0
2

2.79 3.09
2.64 3.10
2.49 3.09

2.3.2 Rescue Clearance

The following table was built
the vehicle aligned with the
removal/insertion, under two
the radius of the outer wall,
dimensions.

r*o, lm 42 4 I
clearance space lm) 11.08 9.59

Note that the availabie space for the r*ox : 42m is the same that is shown in the

left-most side of Figure 3, i.e., the plot segment corresponding to the vehicle motion in the

gallery. When the radius was reducedto 41m, the space became considerably smaller, as

shown in the table. Nevertheless, for both values of r-o,, the clearance is enough for both

platform removal/insertion and/or rescue vehicle manoeuvring in the vehicle vicinity.

When the vehicle is not aligned with the track, results for the zero and worst case

deviation d and orientation B are shown in the following table, and were computed from

Equation (20) in Appendix B.

d [ml p ( ') Clearance spl,ce (A A')lm

-0 .1
o- L 12.69
0 11.33
2 10.10

0.0

, 12.43
0 11.08
2 9.83

0 . 1

.t
- L 12.I8
0 10.83
2 9.59

Aeain. for all -situations. there is enough space for platform removal/insertion.

from Equation (i4), derived in Appendix B, thus assuming
track. It shows the clearance space avaiiable for platform
possible values for r^or. We made an exercise of reducing
to take into account some uncertainty on gallery column

1 1



2.4 fYom the lift to the laydown hall

2.4.L Recommended path and spanned area

This section presents a cubic spiral path (see Appendix D) to be followed when the vehicle
moves between the TB gallery lift and the laydown hall. The simuiation results are plotted
in Figure 7. From the figure one can conclude that there is scarcely space to move along
the path without bumping into the laydown hall entrance walls. Nevertheless, the current
drawings are unclear regarding lift dimensions and location. The path depends strongly
on this, since the vehicle must leave completely the lift before turning to the laydown
hall entrance, so as to avoid colliding with the lift columns/walls. As such, building
modifications are required to increase the free space for vehicle motion.

Ln b t,yddn lr.l (' = 6.3)

x lml

=

=

=a

Figure 7: Vehicle spanned area when moving from the lift to the Laydown Hall

2.4.2 Rescue Clearance

There is enough space between the lift and the laydown hall to assume tbe existeoe of
rescue clearance in most cases. However, the dimensions and locations of mc olumns
inside and outside the lift remain unclear and could cause problems. Critical ptints mitht
be the columns at the lift exit, whose dimensions are unclear, aad the entnna of the
laydown hall. In any case, manoeuvres would always be an alternarirc to th€ propced
smooth path.

l 2



2.5 From the laydown hall to the HC transport corridor

2.5.L Recommended path and spanned area

A manoeuvre-based strategy to move the vehicle between the laydown hall and the HC

corridor is depicted in Figure 8. Under this strategy, the vehicle follows a straight line

inside the laydown hall until it reaches location 2. There, both wheels are rotated 90o,

so as to let the vehicle move sideways until location 3, where its central point is iocated

equidistant from the laydown hall walls. At this location, the vehicle turns on the spot 90o

clocku,ise. through locations 4*6. From location 6, a new sideways motion is performed

until location 7 is reached. At this location, the vehicleis ready to follow the HC transport

corridor straisht l ine path.

Figure 8: Vehicle manoeuvres to move from the laydown hall to the HC transport corridor.

This strategg besides involving several manoeuvres which require operator interven-

tion, may cause serious rescue problems in case of an air cushion failure, since the platform

(or the platform segments) would not have enough clearance to be removed from under-

neath the cask, in most situations.

Figure 9 illustrates the use of cubic spirals to implement such a manoeuvre. In Fig-

,rre 9-a), only one path for both wheels rvas used. Under this scenario' collision is un-

avoidable, for the current building configuration. When separate paths for each wheel are

used (see Figure 9-b) ) there is no collision, but the available space is reduced. Further-

more. there is no criterion to quantify the smoothness of the vehicle motion in this case.
yarious paths were generated and tested, but none was able to cope with the walls strong

grrnret rical constraints.

l 3



Enl€ring lhe FICB TEnspod Coridor (l = 6.3) €ntqing the HCB Transport Coridor (' = 6.3)

2 5 J 3 5 4
r lhl

a )

. , o 2 5 1 5 s
r lrrl

b)

Figure 9: Vehicle spanned area while moving from the laydown hall to the HC transport
corridor: a) with one path for both wheelsl b) with separated paths.

2.5.2 Rescue Clearance

Figure 10 presents the available space to perform rescue manoeuvres when the vehicle
enters the HC corridor. Those values are related to the manoeuvre presented in Figure 9-
a). It can be seen that, as the vehicle moves parallel to the left wall, the space is very
large (above 25 meters). As soon as it starts to turn in order to enter the HC corridor,
the available space is quickly and progressively reduced until collision occurs. When the
vehicle enters the HC corridor and gets aligned with it, the rescue available space increases
again, as the vehicle moves into the corridor. Minor modifications to the building are
required, both regarding the laydown hall and the HC corridor widths, so as to cope with
this clearance requirement.

In Figure 10, one can identify a range of vehicle locations along the path for which
neither a l-body nor a 2-body platform wouid be removable from underneath the cask.
Again, the range is smaller for the 2-body solution. Figure 11 shows the vehicle pose
at the critical locations 11 and 29 (for a 1-body platform), and 12 and 24 (for a 2-body
vehicle).

The best path obtained using cubic spirals, shown in Figure 9-a). is the one which
requires less building modifications and whose corresponding rescue clearance is larger.

l"t
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Figure 10: Clearance space available while moving from the Laydown Hail into the HC
corridor. The minimumcorresponds to sryce: -90 mm.

Figure 11: Vehicle pose at cri t ical i terations Ll, L2,24 e 29.
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2.6 HC transport corridor

2.6.L Recommended path and spanned area

To move the vehicle in the transfer corridor, the recommended path is the straight line
depicted in Figure 12. This path keeps the transporter in the middle of the available space.
The free space on each side of the vehicle is 350 mm. when rotational or translational
errors are not considered.

Figure 12: Vehicle spanned area when moving in the HC transfer corridor

2.6.2 Rescue Clearance

The following table presents the clearance available for rescue manoeuvres when the vehi-
cle is moving in the Hot Cell Transfer Corridor, subject to a misalignment error. Detailed
expressions for clearance can be found in Appendix B.

Clearance
space [ml

0:  - I .5" 0 : -1.0o 0 :  -0 .5 " 0  : 0 . 5 " 0  :  l . 0o I : L-5"

d : 0 . 1  m 1.26 4 . r1 L2.69 58.53 27.03 16.53
d : 0 . 0 m 8.89 r c . o  { 35.61 35.61 15.57 8.89
d : - 0 . 1  m 16.53 27.43 58.53 12.69 4 . 1 I 1.26

From those results, it is possible to conclude that, e.g., for d:0m, should the vehicle
orientation error be superior to 1.5o, the availabie space does not allow platform removal
or insertion underneath the cask, for a l-body platform. Notice that, for larger values
of the error d, this will happen even for smaller values of ii. Nevertheless, it should be
pointed out that the worst case for the orientation error I is 2" (see Appendix B). This

15 20
x lml

Uomg a na l€ frlrds. Cfiih.
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means that a slightly wider corridor would allow immediate platform replacement even
for the worst case misaliqnments.

2.7 Docking ports of the HCB

2.7.L Recommended path and spanned area

This section presents the simulation results when the vehicle moves between the HC
corridor and the HC docking ports. The last docking port was chosen for the simulations,
because this is one of the narrowest entrances and it has an additional wali at the end of
the first corridor.

Figure 13 illustrates this case. In the same figure, the proposed cubic spiral path is
depicted. It is clear that with the current wall configuration, lateral and rear collision are
unavoidable. Several additional paths were tested, but none was able to cope with the
s'alls geometrical constraints. As such, building modification is required.

HCB ( ' �=6.3)

x lml

Figure 13: Vehicle spanned area in the HCB.

2.7.2 Rescue Clearance

Figure 14 presents the evaluation of the free space behind the transport cask, as it enters
the docking port. It can be seen that the available space varies from more than 20000
mm to a collision scenario between the vehicle and the wall. To allow immediate platform
replacement, building modification is required. Actually, even for a 2-body platform,
rescue n'ithout switching to manual mode or requiring a rescue vehicle wili not be possible
:x-t$een iterations 15 and 30, shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 14: Clearance space available while moving into the HCB docking cell. The mini-
mum corresponds to space: -230 mm.

Figure 15: Vehicle pose at critical iterations 15 and 30. shoning limit cas€s of rescue
clearance availability for a 2-body platform.
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2.8 Conclusions

The geometric feasibility study presented in this section leads to the following conclusions:

o The vehicle design proposed in [NNC98] is satisfactory from the standpoint of ge-
ometric feasibility. Even though geometric constraints are not satisfied for some
critical locations along the path between the HCB and the VV, this is exclusively
due to inappropriate building dimensions and could not be solved by modifications
to the vehicle geometry andfor kinematic structure, assuming a rigid structurel

o Building modifications are required at some locations along the path, as mentioned
in the text ;

Rescue vehicles wili be needed for a smail number of situations where building
modification is not possible and, due to an aerocaster failure in a critical pose,
neither clearance space is available for rescue by platform replacement nor the vehicle
(cask * platform) is able to move backup manual model

Smooth paths which either do not require or require only minor buiiding modifi-
cations were determined for all 6 studied regions aiong the path, based on a cubic
spirals method. Those paths do not require separate tracks to be followed by the
vehicle drive units.

Some open points remarn:

Manoeuvres may be a valid (or the only possible) alternative to cubic spiral paths in
some situations. Should they be considered preferable, a more thorough study of
spanned areas and rescue clearance should be made.

Another alternative are separate paths for the two steering wheels. It may even be
possible to find a smoothness criterion to design them systematically but such a
study should only be done if single paths cannot solve the problem.
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3 Navigation and Guidance of a Fbee-roaming plat-
form

Introduction3 .1

The basic operational principle of any automated transporter. acting as an AGV or as a
free-roaming vehicle is represented in Figure l6 where the shaded blocks have the foilowing
role,

Figure 16: Integration of Navigation and Guidance

Path planning refers to either estabiishing a physical path, defined at floor ievel, or
designing a virtual path. In both cases the path will act as a reference path to be
followed;

Navigation refers to the estimation of the vehicle's location (position and orientation)
relative to the physical path or to a world framel

Guidance is the action of providing the set points to the vehicle controllers associated
with the drive and steering wheels actuators. The action is taken based on the
evaluation of the deviations (errors) from the reference path.

These operations are shared by any transporter irrespectively of the vehicle's kine-
matics. In the framework of the feasibility studies for an Air Flotation Transport System
carried out in [IST97], [AeroGo98], a rhombic configuration was proposed and will be
assumed in the sequel. Any change on this option or on the transporter dimensions will
not modify the results and discussions presented in this section.

Various degrees of freedom may be achieved with different combinations of path ref-
erence design and navigation methodologies. A set of possible combinations is displayed
in Table 1

Regarding the guidance and navigation solutions. an AG\! tvpe vehicle is proposed in

[AeroGo98], which means that, besides the manoeu\.res remotell'controlled by an human
operator, the transporter follows a physical path defined b-r' a 50mm wide steel guiding
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stripe installed at floor level. In this case, the reference path for semi-automatic operation
mode is defined beforehand, and the Path Planning block displayed in Figure 16 plays
no role during on-line operations. The path topology, i.e., the set of all possible reference
routes, has to be defined a priori taking into account the desired final destinations, the
vehicle dimensions and kinematics and the building design. Key issues for this definition
are the requirements of smooth trajectories and the areas spanned by the transporter
along the routes.

In this AGV type of vehicle, the Navigation block in Figure 16 evaluates the ve-
hicle location information relative to the metal stripe, this being achieved by a set of
two independent antennas. The transporter orientation relative to the metal stripe is
straightforward computed from the distance between the two antennas and the deviation
sensed by each of them. Additional qualitative location relative to the stripe is provided

by the video signal chosen from a set of four video calneras installed in the front and in
the rear of the platform and pointing downwards. This signal is displayed in the operator
control room. The absolute location along the stripe is obtained, at discrete points, by a
set of transponders or bar codes installed at floor level at pre-specifi.ed locations. A de-
tailed analysis should be carried out to define these locations. For this absolute location,
qualitative information is additionally provided by the properly chosen video signal from
the cameras installed on the environment along the platform's routes.

Table 1: Degrees of flexibility

Free-RoamingAGV
(semi-automatic mode)

PHYSICAL PATH

metal stripe defining
the path topology

VIRTUAL PATHPath-Planning

puter Optimization

downloaded to controller

SECONDARY NAVIGATIONPRIMARY NAVIGATION

Localization
relative to a
global frame

W-sensor

Localization
relative to the
physical path

Navigation

2 l
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provide primary information when the vehicle deviates significantly from the metal stripe
path or in case automatic rescue manoeuvres are required. Nevertheless, both navigation
systems should be working simultaneously,, and the navigator must be pooling them con-
stantly in order to perceive the best position estimate and to prevent malfunctions. Also,
aiming at increasing the information provided to the operator or to assist the primary
navigation, the secondary navigation should always be present even in the AGV type of
operation.

3.2 Primary Navigation

Commonly used guidepath techniques for AGVs ma1' be classified under passive and active
tracking. Active tracking includes the use of a guidervire buried on the floor, and it is the
most commonly used technique in industrli [Hammond86]. A low-voltage, low-current,
low-frequency AC signal is conducted through the wire. A small electromagnetic field
is radiated from the wire and two inductive-type sensors on the vehicle are used as the
guidance detectors. The signal magnitudes of the two sensors are compared, and as long
as they are equal, the transporter is centered on the guidepath. If the vehicle begins to
deviate, the sensed signal magnitudes are no longer equal, and the signal difierences is
then used to steer the vehicle back to the path, [HammondS6].

From the passive tracking strategies, the one supported on a metal stripe has been used
quite often and was the one proposed in [AeroGo98]. The differential steering operational
principle underlying the use of a steel guiding stripe instailed at floor level is the same as
the one described for inductive steering.

Figure 17: W-steering sensor

As represented in Figure 17, [Nuyts], a specially developed guiding sensor creates a
\\:-form magnetic field. As described in the W-sensor specification sheet, [Nuyts], the
Presence of a 50mrn wide steel guiding stripe affects the magnetic field characteristics,
rrhich can be measured and transformed into a correction signal to the steering motor.
Tlte veplg5ented W-sensor provides two output signals. With no metal being present,
;*rllt otttputs provide the same voltage. The presence of the guiding tape will cause both
'':':,::ri to rlrop to a value which is proportional to the distance between the guiding tape
r-:.'i :i:- iensor head. The lateral motion of the sensor head above the guiding tape will-r.::i. ' '1r' orltl)rll sisnal to rise, while the other output signal will lower at the same time.
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If u1 and u2 are the output voltages of the trvo signals.

the differential rnode
t'r - t'z

, r d :  _ _  
2 _

is proportional to the offset between the sensor head and the guiding tape, being
used for guidance purposes,

the cornmon mode
u r * u z

tt. :

is a measure of the absolute misalignment relative to the metal stripe. It can be
used as a criteria to decide if the track has been lost, requiring special recovering
actions or manoeuvres.

With the rhombic kinematics platform's configuration, a set of two independent anten-
nas, each one associated with a steering wheel and with an associated differential signal
ud, guarantees the best possible precision estimate at better than f3mrn from the center
of the metal stripe. This accuracy together with the distance between the two steering
blocks, leads, in normal operation, to a maximum angular deviation from the metal stripe
of 0.05'.

The referred steering mechanism, iocate the vehicle relative to the metal stripe, irre-
spectively of the region of the environment. An absolute location, at discrete points, is
provided by a bar code or a transponder system instalied at floor level at properly defined
locations. Besides location estimation, this absolute localization system establishes refer-
ence positions where decisions have to be taken (e.g., turn right, turn left, reduce speed)
and confirmed by the operator.

3.3 Secondary Navigation

The correct operation of a platform acting with no physical path (LGV or free-roaming
vehicle) requires localization relative to a world frame providing a periodic estimate of the
vehicle's position r and y and orientation d. The most recent generation of such vehicles,
named as LGV (Laser Guided Vehicles), is already under commercial exploitation, with
a number of known installations. As a reference see, for example, [NDCI, [AGV-EJ.
Free-roaming vehicles represent a step further in flexibility when compared with LGVs.
While LGVs have to always follow a path previously defined in a CAD s5rstem, free.
roaming vehicles are able to autonomously leave that path, for example to circnmvent
an unexpected obstacle placed on top of the project path and to regain the previously
planned path.

3.3.1 Regular Operation

The most commonly used localization procedures are based on
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a laser scanner device,

a set of reflectors installed on the building along the routes,

the vehicle's on-board processor.

The localization based on a laser scanner inherits a triangulation or related method-
ology, i.e., the knowledge of the angles with which a minimum number of three targets
are detected yields the emitter position and orientation relative to an inertial frame,

[Borensteing6], [Everettg6].

The laser scanner measures the bearings to the reflectors. These are all identical,
made of stripes of retroreflective tape and placed at known, carefully chosen locations.
When the laser beam from the scanner hits a reflector it is reflected back into the scanner
in the same direction of the incoming light that caused the reflection. This, together
with the information of the scanning device angle provided by an internal encoder, yields
the particular bearing to that reflector. Theoretically, a minimum number of three prop-
erly detected reflectors provide the on-board processor with the necessary information
for localization estimation. A schematic representation of the laser scanner device and
controller is displayed in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Laser Scanner operation principle

Aiming at reducing the number of reflectors instailed all over the building, the laser
scanner field of view should not be occluded by the vehicle itself, nor by the cask, pointing
torrards its installation above the transport cask as schematically represented in Figure 19.
The reflectors must be mounted vertically. The height of the reflector must be dimensioned
arcording to the maximum distance to the reflector, the floor conditions and the potential
arele deviation of the laser scanner due to the cask load distribution. This height should
a-ir account for both situations when the platform is/is not carrying a cask.

I'he localization estimate supported on a laser scanner and a set of reflectors is a, two
.:'-:r ar)proach that distinguishes the estimation of the initial location from the location
-",^'-2. ' .e' , irrr ing vehicle's motion. This approach, proposed by INDC] for LGV is also well

.  "-"-,-:- i . .al in mobile robotics resear-ch work, e.g., [Leonardg2], [Arseniog8].
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of a Cask and a Transport Platform

The first step estimates the initial location and is carried out when there is no
a priori information on the platform's location or when the localization error is very
large. This step is performed with a still vehicle. In current applications of free-roaming
vehicles this initial localization is carried out, for calibration purposes, before starting an
operation requiring the vehicle's motion. In the framework of ITER this might not be the
case, given that, at the docking ports either at the TB or the HCB, accurate localization
is provided by the docking procedures. The bearings from an entire revolution of the
laser scanner are used, together with the knowledge of the map location of the entire
set of reflectors of the environment, in a matching procedure that yields position and
orientation estimates with high accuracy. Data redundancy associated with this initial
procedure guarantees estimation robustness against false reflections from targets other
than the installed reflectors or reflectors missing due to occlusions induced by unexpected
obstacles.

The second step is a continuous location estimate applied during motion, and is
based on filtering procedures, as schematically represented in Figure 20. In this mode
a single bearing, or a few number, is used to update the estimate. The information
from the encoders associated with each drivefsteering wheel is used, in a dead-reckoning
procedure, to roughly predict the platform's location. This location prediction and the
location of the reflectors provided on the map yields a prediction of the bearing(s) with
which one (or more) reflectors will be detected. A matching procedure that statistically
compares the predicted and the observed bearings discards measurements originated from
false reflectors or, in an extreme situation, reveals a large error on the location prediction
given by the odometric system. If the number of valid matches is small, the platform
should stop and the localization algorithm initial step should be in charge of localization.
Otherwise. a Kalman filter procedure evaluates a new updated location estimate without
requiring any change on the speed of the platform.

In the localization system software, the matching procedure should implement a safet-v
system that stops the vehicle if the number of reflector bearings is too low or if the number
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Figure 20: Second step of the Localization algorithm

of bearings to false reflectors are too high. Those are situations that will lead to a small

or null number of matchings pairs as displayed in Figure 20 requiring the activation of

the Initial Localization procedure.

The resolution of the encoders that support the dead-reckoning system, and the num-

ber and placement of the reflectors are key issues on this localization procedure. Encoder

resolution will directly condition the deterministic error of the odometric system. The

localization system developed by [NDC] recommends a resolution of 10 pulses/degree or

better (sync-pulse needed) for the steer controller and an encoder without sync-pulse

rvhich gives 1-3 pulses/mm for the drive encoder.

Reflectors geometry relative to the platform's location strongly condition the location

errors, [Borensteing6], and may, in the limit, prevent the estimate evaluation. For exam-

ple, if the platform is in the line defined by three reflectors, these will not yield a valid

location estimate. Consequentiy, reflectors placement on the environment must satisfy

the following requirements:

- frorn every possible platform's location, a minimum number of reflectors should be

visible, aiming at providing enough sensorial data for an Initial Location Procedure,

- the density of reflectors used for localization purposes during platform's motion, where

a single or a few number of bearings are used for location update, shouid cope with

reflectors missing occurrences.

I i:.' .'ract placement of reflectors requires further analysis.
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3.3.2 Secondary Navigation used as a Backup

Whenever the platform acts as an AGV type vehicle, navigation will be provided by
the metal stripe, and, in principle, no additional on-line navigation procedure will be
necessary in the semi-automatic and backup manual modes. In the normal manual mode
where no reference by the physical path is used and the operator is driving the vehicle
with a joystick, he/she has visual feedback information, either as seen from the platform
(cameras on the platform) and/or from the environment (ca.rneras on the environment).

However, to account for any failure of the guidance sensor or on the PLC, or even to
better assist the operator in the normal manual mode and to provide him/her quantitative
information on localization, we propose to install the so described seconda.ry navigation
system that will provide an on-line localization information relative to a world frame.
This information will be plotted in a Human-Computer-Interface (HCI) together with the
visual display of the metal stripe topology, providing a schematic picture of the platform
status relative to the physical path used for monitoring purposes. A detailed description
of the HCI is provided in Section 3.4.

Figure Schematic representation of the Lazerway system from NDC

This scheme will even allow the operation as in the semi-automatic mode in the case of
failure of the W-sensor, following the lines of the Lazerway system produced by NDC, (see
catalogue in Annex E), and schematically represented in Figure 2l (taken from [NDC]).
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In this system, a complete set of virtual paths is generated in a CAD system and
downloaded on the platform's on-board controller. To overcome a failure of the W-sensor
and even though following the same trajectories as those defined by the metal stripe,
these CAD based virtual paths will be coincident with the physical paths. The on-board
controller uses the platform's location glven by the laser system and the reference path
stored in memor5' (rather than the physical one) to dispatch the correct motion commands
to the steering wheels. Drive speed could be defined by the operator as in the proposal
of [AeroGo98] or could be automatically defined.

This issue will be detailed in the next subsection where the switching between an AGV
type vehicle and a free-roaming vehicle will be discussed.

3.4 Flexible Control Architecture

This subsection proposes an overall control architecture to support different types of
operation principles of the transporter platforms. It copes with an AGV-type operation as
described in [AeroGo98] including its operational modes (semi-automatic, normal manual,
back-up manual), a free-roaming operation principle and a switching mechanism between
them. The proposed control scheme is prepared to handle the semi-automatic mode both
with a physical or a virtual path. This will provide redundant guidance mechanisms in
the AGV-type platform, which might be useful in the case of failure of the W-sensor.

Figure 22: Overall architecture

The architecture, represented in Figure 22, has a set of basic blocks, namely the two
narisation systems previously presented. The guidance controller drives the vehicle's
irtlrators aiming at following the reference path. With the properly chosen navigation
iafo,rrnation ancl given the reference path, the guidance controller computes the outputs
tlrt must b<' sent as set-points to the actuators in order to minimize the deviation (error)
hlrrra th.' r'ehicle's actual location and the desired one given by the reference path.
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The reference path is either the metal stripe defined at floor level or a virtual one

defined in a CAD based system prior to operation and downloaded to the platform's

controller. Among other roles, and based on a criteria explained later, the supervisor
defines which is the reference path to be followed. For reliability purposes, it is envisaged
that the topology of the entire physical path routes are generated in a CAD system and
downloaded on the platform's controller. For an AGV-like platform operating in the

semi-automatic mode, the two navigation and guidance strategies,

(W - sensor, physiul Wth)

(Laserscnnner * ref led,ors, uirtuolpoth)

will make the platform follow the path defined by the metal stripe, even though it is not

actuaily used in the second case.

The operation as a free-roaming vehicle in certain situations or particular areas has to

be preceded by the evaluation of the desired reference path, foliowed by its download on

the platform's controller. The path design is an iterative procedure, along the following

steps:

i) from the platform's actual location displayed on a Human-Computer-Interface, the

operator specifies a set of via points or postures and a final goal to be reached by

the platform,

ii) an optimization procedure evaluates the optimal path along the via points up to the

final goal,

iii) a simulation procedure displays on a screen the area spanned by the platform should
it follows the path defined in ii),

iv) if the operator accepts ii) based on iii), the designed path is downloaded on the
platform's controller and is taken by the supervisor as the reference path. On the

contrarv. a new iteration has to be carried out.

On a console displayed at the control room, the operator defines the desired operation

mode of the platform. On the normal manual or backup manual modes, no reference

path is required. On the semi-automatic mode, the reference path is the physical one

and navigation is based on path sensing. On the free-roaming mode the leference path is

evaluated beforehand, downloaded on the controller and the navigation is based on the

combined use of the laser scanner and the reflectors.

During operation on the semi-automatic mode, the supervisor monitors the value of

the common mode, u.. Should this signal be out of range, meaning that the path is

lost (which according to [AeroGo98] is highly unprobable), the supervisor s*'itches rhe

reference path to the virtual path and takes the estimated location from tire laser sc.nrr

system, keeping the same operation mode. As soon as the physical path is regaiood. tlc

navigation information will again be given by the W-sensor.
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Irrespectively of the operation mode, we propose that the operator be assisted by a
Human-Computer Interface (HCI), where major information relative to the platform's
status should be displayed and through which the operator commands should be issued.

The following is a minimum set of information that should be included on the HCI for
monitoring purposes:

o simplified CAD layout of the installation, with the possibility of switching the dis-
play between limited areas (e.g., gallery equatorial level, HCB, TB, docking port),

o layout of the metal stripe path topology, superimposed on the environment CAD
simplified model (see Figure 23 taken from NDC Laserway navigation system),

o On-line display of the platform (represented for example as a rectangle) based on
the estimated localization given by the secondary navigation system (see Figure 24
taken from Laserway navigation system of NDC),

o On-line display of sensorial data associated with the primary navigation,

o On-line display of the range data acquired by the laser scanners installed in the
front and rear of the platform for obstacle detection purposes,

o Video images from the cameras on-board the platform and on the environment, with
the possibility of choosing the desired camera,

o Monitoring information on the platform's status, e.g., battery level, last detected
transponder.

The following is a minimum set of commands the operator should be able to dispatch
to the platform's controller/supervisor:

o switching between operation modes,

r controlling the drive wheel speed in the semi-automatic mode,

o driving the platform, with a joystick-like tool, in both the normal manual and the
backup manual modes,

o confirm and/or abort specific operations,

3 .5 Specification and Cost of Laser Scanner Absolute Local-
ization Systems

This section presents the specification of some commercially available navigation systems
to support. up to different extents, some of the navigation features of an LGV or a free-
roaming platform, together with an estimated cost. These systems will have to be added
a:rrl integrated g'ith the equipment proposed by [AeroGo98] for an AGV-type platform.
t ',':r.irit'rations 

on the on-board processor need further investigation.
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Figure 23: Example of path layout display on the HCI

Figure 24: Example of platforms within the environment and displa', ' , ' , :  , , ; i l r ' 1
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3.5.1 Robosense

The following text, included in
the French company Robosoft.

italic, was taken from Robosense brochure produced by

Figure 25: Laser scanner of Robosense

General Features

ROBOSENSE is the state-of-the-art extend,ed-range intelligent nauigation system for
fast autonomous uehicles. It is built by Siman (a company from Israel) and commercialized"
in Europe by Robosoft.

Built according to the specif,cations of leading robot deaelopers, and using Time-of-
Flight GaAs Laser technology for range and angle me(rsurenlents, ROBOSENSE extends
the horizons of mobile robots. ROBOSENSE, as an electro-optical naaigation system
for autononl,o'u,s aehicles, cornputer position and orientation by matchi,ng the measured,
instantaneous location with the site map stored in the systern's rnemory.

The system prouid,es nauigation d,ata to the aehicle's main computer, where it is pro-
cessed, with the mission planning instruction and, the controlli,ng functions to produce the
driuing and, steering commands.

Robosense Technical Specifications

Vehicle speed; Up to 3mf sec, I80 f secturn rate,

Communication : ES-232, full-dupler,

Sizes; 160 x 205 x 170mm,

Weight; 2.5Ks,

Power.' 24VDC, 1A

standard features.' Mapping, Positioning, conf,dence Leael Reporting

-{ccuracy

o Posit ion: 2.5cm at marimum aehicle speed
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o Heading.- 0.3"

r Navigation; absolute. No drift

Processors

r Laser Controller: CpU gTij

r Navigation Computer; CpU S0gg6/pJMHz

Laser

o Type; GaAs, pulse

o Field of View: 360"

e RotationsfSec: 10

o Range.' up to 20m

r Update rate.' up to y'LHz

o Safety; Meets ANSI Z-156, Class 1

Cost: 69 000 FrP r: i1500 USD

Comments:

This system exclusively evaluates the platform absolute location. Contrary to the
Laserway system of NDC, Robosense has no associated CAD path planning nor an)r
incorporated guidance controller for a free-roaming platform

3.5.2 Laserway system

The complete brochure of this system is inciuded in Annex E.
Cost: It was not possible to obtain exact figures directly from the supplier, which recom-
mended a consultation to one of its partners. We plan to do that in the near future.
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A Rhornbic Platform Kinematic configuration

Mobile vehicles with a rhombic kinematic configuration are commonly used in industrial
environments as Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) or free roaming robots. This kine-
matic structure has several advantages over other kinematic structures. namelv:

o improved manoeuvrability

o ability to assume several different kinematic configurations and

o simple control of the turning radius.

Drive and
steering wheel

Drive and
steering wheel

Figure 26: schematic representation of a rhombic vehicle.

A typical rhombic structure is represented in Figure 26. It consists of two independent
drive units placed in the front and in the rear of the vehicle (respectively denoted by the
subscripts / and r in the sequel).

The double drive units have the capability to drive and steer the associated wheel.
One or both drive units may be used simultaneously. When using both, special care
must be taken to assure that the wheels are rotating at compatibie speeds, so that neither
structural damage of the vehicle nor slippage of the wheels occur. There are commerciallv
available solutions to overcome this problem.

The simultaneous actuation of both steering mechanisms is the correct option in most
operation scenarios, to force both wheels to closely follow a pre-specified path (either
physical for an AGV or virtual for a free roaming vehicle). Particular path topologies
may, however, require an inappropriate combination of steering angles for lhe two wheels.
and should thelefore be avoided.
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Fisure 27: Kinematic Structure of a Rhombic Vehicle

One important issue involved in the design of a rhombic vehicle is the distance /'
between the steering axes (double drive units). This has a major influence on the vehicle's
turning radius.

From Figure 27, the following geometric equalities are obtained:

rS cos(fly): r" cos(d') : r

I t  :  r!  sin(di) f  r" sin(d") (2)

rvhere /' denotes the distance between the double drive units , 01 and d" denote the front
and rear steering angle, respectively. In this configuration, the vehicle rotates around a
point that, at each moment, is defined by the intersection of the lines ry and r" in the
figure.

As stated before, in the general case both wheels are steerable. This means that the
vehicle may assume several different kinematic configurations. For example, if one of the
steering angles is kept zero while moving, the vehicle behaves as a tricycle (e.g., 0, :0,
s'here d, denotes the steering angle imposed to the rear wheel).

One of the advantages of a vehicle with this kinematic configuration is its ability to
a-ssume several kinematic configurations, namely:

Cl - Rhombic vehicle with 0,:0! - This is the ideal configuration for the vehicle to
follow straight lines or circular arcs centered on the intersection of the lines ry and
r,. a part icular case of which is to turn on the spot (when 0,:0f :90").

('2 - Tricycle configuration - Configuration where either 0 y or 0, are set to zero. In
' i , i r  sitrrat ion the vehicle assumes a tr icycle configuration (see Figure 29).

l 1 /
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cB - Rhombic vehicle with 0y + 0, - This is the most flexible configuration, since thesteering wheels are free (subject only to mechanical constraints) Io rotate.

c4 - Rhombic vehicle with gy - -0, - Configuration that keeps the wheels parallel
to each other, allowing sideways (0t : +g0l or, more generally, .crab motion.

In the following subsections, the three configurations and their particular features arestudied with more detail.

A.1 configuration cl: Rhombic vehicre with 0f :0,:0

when 0, : 0f , the vehicle can only move along circular (e.g., such as during gallerytravel) or straight lines. This implies that traje-ctories which, by its nature, are not asequence of straight lines and circular arcs, have to be d""orr,pos"d in sub-trajectories
composed of straight lines and circular arcs. As such, when"rr". tru,;""tory type changes(e'g', moving from a straight line to a circuiar ur.) ih"." will be discontinuities in thesteering angles required to the vehicle, due to discontinuities in the first derivative of thevehicles longitudinal axis heading angle. This may lead to oscillations around the desiredT,raJectorles.

From (1), equal steering angles yield r" : ,t : ,. Using (2), with 0t : g, _ 0 ,(0 # 90") one can easily obtain a relation between r,, 0 and r, given by:

I '  : 2 r  s in (d ) (3)

With that configuration, the curvature radius r of the vehicle trajectory is related tothe steering angle through equation (3)):

ll
t :  

t r i r r (d)  @)

From the curvature radius of a circular arc path to be foilowed by the vehicle, thecorresponding steering angles are given by:

l l
9 :  a rcs in ( ; )  (5 )

- 
Bquation (4) states that the curvature radii this particuiar rhombic vehicle is capable

of, depends on the distance /' between the steering wheels and on the maximum anglethat the steering mechanism can producer 0*o,. Tli,rr, the minimum radius of cu^.aturethat the vehicle can cope with is given by:

{ 6 12 sin(0*,,)
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Figure 28 presents some radii of curvature obtained for different steering angies (d :

0t -- 0,) and distance between axes. In this figure only the angles between 15o and 75o

are presented. Those are the ones which allow smaller curvature radii, an important

feature to change from a circular path to a radial one, as it is the case when the vehicie

prepares to dock to the VV. Note that the values presented in the figure refer to the

distance between the wheei contact point and the center of rotation. Commercial (e.g.,

Schabmtiller) double drive units allow a maximum turning angle of f 105" per steering

rvheel.

E

6

Fadii variation

:o"o--o1*"***.

, 
'vL -oq& n++,' i ' :

{ $

0 ldegrees]

Figure 28: Curvature Radius of a rhombic platform with d" - 0f :0 as 0 and /'

From Figure 28 it is clear that:

- For the same steering angle, the curvature radius decreases (narrower curves) when the

distance between wheel axes. l'. decreases;

- For a constant /', the described curvature radius decreases when the steering angle

increases.

L.2 Configuration C2: Tlicycle Vehicle - free 0y, 0, - 0 (fixed)

In this particular rhombic structure, one of the steering angles is fixed to zero (usually, the

rear wheel). Vehicle steering is accomplished through the other wheel, which usually also

acts as the traction wheel. This results in a well knorvn industrial kinematic configuration,

knorvn as the tricycle configuration.

\taking 0, -- 0 and referring to Figure 29, the following geometric equalities arise:

l '  :  r ,  tan(0y) .  (7)
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Figure 29: Kinematic structure of a rhombic vehicle with tricycle configuration

As such, the curvature radius of the vehicle trajectory has two components: the front
wheel radius and the rear wheel radius, respectively given by

ll
, {  -  -'  s in (dy) '

rr: rfcos(d1) : =+^ (g)J  \  r /  
t an (01 ) '

Equation (9) shows that the trajectory curvature radius will increase to infinity (mo-
tion along a straight line), as the steering angle decreases to zero.

Figure 30 presents simulation results where, for diferent distances /, between the
driving units, the two curvature radii of the vehicle trajectory are plotted us the front
wheel steering angle.

Note that, should the rear drive wheel be used as the traction wheel, some of the data
displayed in Figure 30 would not correspond to feasible configurations, since there is a
value of 0y after which the rear wheel will slip.

A.3 configuration c3: Generic Rhombic vehicle - free 011 0,

The generic rhombic configuration uses the independent steering wheels placed in thevehicle front and rear (see Figure 2?).

When uFing front and rear steering sensors, this configuration shows a small tracking
error while foilowing a track. These vehicles have the capability to change direction inlimited spaces and thus may change between radial and circular paths with both rhodc
aligned with the path. In the most general case, each steering wheel is associared rith e

(8)
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Badii Varialion - T.icycle Radii variatis - T.icycle Radii Variati$ - TrhyEle

0ldegesl

a )  l '  : 5 m
0 tdegEl

b )  l '  : 6 m .
0ldegrs]

c )  I ' �  : 7m

Figure 30: Curvature radii r" and ry us 0:01for the tricycle configuration, for different

distances l' between wheels

different steering sensor and the angles 9" and 0y arc usually diferent, as they depend on

the path topology.

A closed form expression for the curvature radius of the trajectories followed by such

a vehicle can be obtained. Given lt,0y and. d" in Figurc27, and equations (1) and (2),

the foliowing geometric equalities yield,

* _ l '7'" : "o.(}lfiil(o, )+!lr(0,)

cos(d. )rf :  rr.o#fi

r :  r l  cos(d|)

r' -- rf sin(d1)

The system of equations (10) allow the computation of the vehicle trajectory radius r

(see Figure 27) as a function oI I', 01and d".

As stated before, note that not all configurations are possible to implement. This

comes from the fact that, when both drive units are not used at the same time, there are

some steering configurations that lead to wheei slippage.

(10)
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B Rescue space for a Rhombic platform

considering a vehicle composeo ur 
-1 

platform transporting a cask, platform removalunder a rescue scenario is only porriblrif there is enough .I"ur.n.".'tn tti, study, it isassumed that the platform is not flexible and can only move in a straight line along itslongitudinal axis when coming out or entering below a cask. In other-words, no othertype of manoeuvres of the platform when *Jriog underneath the cask are considered.Assuming a stopped cask aligned or not with a pf,ysical path, the goal of this section isto derive the mathematical framework aiming at evaluating the maximum space availablealong a straight line, so that an entir.e platform or (in the case of multi-body platforms)a part of it, can be removed. We will consid". t*o critical zones in this study: the TBgallery and the HC Transport Corridor.

8.1 fn the Gallery

when moving along a circular path in the TB gallery, the best kinematic configuration isthe one that establishes 0J :9,:4.ggo (.ur" it i'epf"rrdix A), i.e., supporting motionalong a circular arc path with radius : 3Zm. Therefore, the vehicle may be assumed tomove such that its longitudinal axis is always perpendicular to the buiiding radius (seeFigure 31).

,01h1...--.{1.

Figure 31: Rhombic vehicle in the gallery, perfectly aligned with the circular path.

with the vehicle perfectly aligned with the path, its center (the intersection of thetwo diagonals) will travel at a distance I fromihe path, as shown in Figure 31. Thepath radius can be obtained from the values for the maximum and minimum radius iotlre gallerv' considering r,'.o' : 42m and' r*;n:32n2, r6oi is37rn. This value guarant€esthat the vehicle travels in the middle of the available'siace (on a raclial criteria).
Tlre displacement of the vehicle center-with respe ct to t 1,oi,A. is gir.en br.:

r-traj l"=f + o.S m
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h:  rpo i l l  -  cos(d) ]  (11)

where d is the absolute value for the steering angles and 16o5 represents the curvature

radius of the desired path.

In the sequel, we evaluate the free space avaiiable in the vicinity of the vehicle, when

stopped in the gallery, under two scenarios: aligned and unaligned with the track.

Vehicle aligned with the track

When travelling along a circular path, either physical or virtual, and assuming perfect

alignment relative to the reference path, the entire platform cask will not collide with the

interior wall of the gallery should the following condition hold:

rtroj - h - )  T^ i n (12)

The clearance over a straight line ahead of the vehicle is measured by the variable

space) which satisfies the condition:

w

2

2  , - r ^ o ,

or, stated in order to space;

t T , ,sp&ce : lfrko, 
- lrt,oj - h + ;)" 

- I'
v -

( 1 3 )

(14)

Vehicle unaligned with the track

Although air-cushion mobile systems are reliable and stop immediately in case of air

compressor failure, one must consider the occurrence of a very unlikely scenario under

which the vehicle would stop considerably unaligaed with the path. Calculations were

made to evaiuate the avaiiable space, under this scenario.

Figure 32 presents a vehicle in the gallery, in a situation where some position and

or.ientation errors are present relative to a perfect circular path. The following calculations

lead to the expression that computes the available space as a function of the involved

parameters. In this figure, spa,ce : rrrrin(AA',8F,1. Figure 33 presents a schematic

representation of the alignment error presented in Figure 32.

From Figure 32,

(  i5 )

(  16)
2 cos(13)
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Figure 32: Vehicle alignment errors in the gallery.

m-r_traj+d+y

Figure 33: schematic representation of alignment errors.
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and

(18)

(  1e)

where B is the unalignment angle and u; is the vehicle width. Using (15), (16) and the
cosine law, it is possible to evaluate the available space along the line that is defined by
points .4 and ,4'in Figure 32. From Figure 33:

( r t ,o j *  d+i l2  + ( ( ' -  r  l  space)2 *2(r t ,o j+d.+y)( t "  -  r  *  space)s in(B)  1r2*o,  07)

where d is the deviation from the track of the vehicle center, along the radial direction.

Setting
6 : r t r a i + d * y

b : 1 " - r ,

and soiving in order to space yields:

AAt:  - (2b+2asin(f l+ (20)

The space B-F is evaiuated in a similar way. The difference consists on the redefinition
of o and b, which becomes now:

q : r b a i * d - V

and
b : l " + r ,

Equation (20) defines the available space as a function of the error parameters,

(2r)

a and 6, determined by (21) and (22).

If the displacement relative to the desired trajectory (d) or the orientation error (9) it

too large, there may also occur collisions with the interior wall of the galleries. To assess

this case, equation (20) is changed, leading to:

BB: *(2b+2asin( f l+ (n)

where r^o, in (20) was replaced by r*;,,. If the line that goes out of the vehicle from
point B along the vehicle longitudinal direction does not intersect the interior wall of the

gallery, the result of the evaluation of equation (23) is space: oo.

8.2 Hot Cell Tbansport Corridor

Assuming that the guidance and navigation system keep the vehicle wheels within a
- 100mrn range centered on the track, the maximum unalignment occurs when one wheel

(22)

with
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is deviated +100mm from the track and the other wheel is deviated -I00mm. Fis-
ure 34 depicts a schematic representation of this situation. In such case, the maximul
orientation unalignment is given by:

D , ,mar_d,euiat ion,
Prnax : arctan( --Z- 

) : 2" .
t

Y = 2 3 5 O m

( ) .4 \

- T D

C

A '

B '
y = -2350 tm

Figure 34: Schematic representation of a rhombic vehicle in the Hot Cell Transfer Corri-
dor. A' and B' represent the intersection of the dashed straight lines (starting in A and
B, respectively), with the bottom wall.

If only one wheel is unaligned, the maximum angular error is given by:

g:arctant@fry:1o (25)

To calculate the available space to perform rescue manoeuvres, it is necessary to know
the position of the vehicle corners. With this purpose, a reference frame was fixed to
the vehicle, as depicted in Figure 34. If the vehicle frame is rotated B. with respect to
a frame whose origin is above the path, at the height of the vehicle frame, and its origin
is deviated d mm from this reference frame (along the perpendicular to the path), the
vertex A (A,,As)position is computed from its perfectly aligned position A"- (A":,A"")
by'

where the subscripts r and y denote the planar coordinates of a point.

Note that, if there is perfect alignment (g : A and d : 0), then _4 equals Ao.

Similarly, point B is calculated from its aligned position Bo according to:

- sin(B) o I
cos(B) d l
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The straight line that links points A and D has the same slope rn of the line that links

points B and C, given by:
m: tan(0) (28)

Given point (A,,A), determined from Equation (26), and the slope rn, determined

from ( 28), the intersection of the line that links points A and D with the y-axis is

computed as:

b :  A s * m ' A , . (2e)

The intersection of this line with the walls is now easy to compute. For instance, for

point A' , Alo is either 2350 mm or -2350 mm (recalling that the reference frame origin is

on the tracf,, equidistant from the walls). One of these values is used, according to the

sign of B. From this, we can determine

' t  A ' u - b
A ' , : ' J ; :  ( 30 )

As such, the space available for manoeuvres, from corner A to A', is given by:

TA, -@'

Similarly, from corner B to B',

EEI ' :@

Hence, the availabie clearance rescue space is given by:

spl,ce: min(77,EF'1. (33)

(31)

(32)
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c Area spanned by a Rhombic Platform in the TB
Gallery

When moving along a circular path in the gallery, the best kinematic configuration for
operation is the one that makes use of equal 0 y and d, (case C1 in Appendix A). Figure 35
presents a schematic representation of a vehicle traveling in the gallery.

Figure 35: Rhombic vehicle travelling in the gallery - spanned area.

When the vehicle follows the middle circular path in the galleries, each point of the
vehicle border will describe a circular arc, on concentrical circumferences, around the
center point of the path (O), located at the center of the TB. Assuming a situation with
very smail guidance errors, i.e., both steering wheels will be very close to the physical
circular path, the vehicle points will describe circular arcs.

Figure 35 shows a rhombic vehicle travelling in the gallery. It spans an area that,
besides the path followed and vehicle dimensions, depends on the localization errors. The
point that will travel closest to the exterior wall of the gallery is point A in Figure 3b.
The distance between this point and the center O of the circular path is given by:

(r t ,oj  * d + y)2 * C 
- d'  +Z(rt  oj  + d + i lu-z) sin(B) (34)O A :

Notice that r and gr are given by the expressions (15) and (16) in Appendix B. Refer-
ring to Figure 35, the point of the vehicle that travels closest to the interior wall of the
gallery is either point C or D, depending on the value of p. Its distance to the center of
the path is given by:

O e  : r t , a j * d - y  ( 1 5 )

Point D in Figure 35 is relevant to the evaluation of the spanned area bv the r.ehicle.
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only in a situation where the angle B is such that OD is smaller than OC. Its distance
to the center of the path is given by:

O D : (rt,oj * d' - v)2 * 4 
- d' - 2(rt,oj + d - i lC -z) sin(B) (36)

The vehicle spanned area is the circular band between the circumferences of radii
Od and OA (o, dD and OA fo, specific values "t il. The radii r-;, &rd rmar are
defined respectively by the innermost and outermost limits of the free space in the gallery,
according to current building design drawings.
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D Cubic Spirals

When moving between two points, if the chosen path is composed of straight lines and
circular arcs, the angle of the vehicle steering wheel will be discontinuous at ihe switching
points between those two types of curves. Should a discontinuity exist in the steerin!
angle, the vehicle would not be able to follow the path smoothly. Instead, it would oscillate
around the desired path after the line change. To solve that problem, cubic spirals and
Cornu spirals (clothoids [Kanayama]) have been widely used in AGV industry, highway
and railway curve design, to replace circular arcs. For such curves, the curvature radius
changes along the curve, so that its derivative is zero at the switching points.

A cubic spiral [KanayamagO] is a curve whose tangent direction is described by a cubic
function of path distance s. The solutions obtained by cubic spirals are smoother than
those obtained with clothoids and published results show that the cubic spirals are better
in terms of the maximum curvature.

The problem of designing a cubic spiral path can be stated as follows: Giaen two
poses (posi'tion plus orientation), which is the continuous curaature that takes the aehicle
from the initial pose and d,eliaers it to the final pose in the smoothest way? Note that the
curvature defines the path along the distance to be covered.

Although no dynamic considerations were made, the cost function used to plan the
path can be interpreted from a dynamics viewpoint. Assuming constant velocity of the
vehicle along the path (z'), the cost function can be seen as the integration of the jerk
(variation of angular acceleration) along the path. Since jerk should be minimized to
smooth the vehicle motion, the resulting control law will be appropriate for ITER vehicles,
due to the safety requirement.

CostQr) : 
lo' 6'a" (37)

where / is the path length.

Note that, some of the path planning problems have to be divided in two trajectories,
in order to minimize the total path cost. An analytical form exists to perform the splitting
operation in a optimum way, i.e., ensuring that the splitting point is the one that minimizes
the total cost. This was done in some examples in this report.
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E Lazerway System

Lazerw^y n"vrgation is a combination of la-

ser measurement and odomery. The onboard

laser scamer detects *le position of simple,

standardized reflective strips, mounted on

mlls and equipment in the proximity of the

vehicle driveway.

Lazeffiay makes it possible to use the stan-

dard NDC System S€ven for laser navigation.

The l.azetway enables free mge navigation

i.e. physical floor reference points, wires or
position-IDs are not required.

Thrcugh a wide range of extra features,

extensive support and high reliability, the

NDC vehicle controller (ACC70) provides

great possibilities for LGV systems. The ACC/0

offers modular solutions for advanced vehicle

control and load handling.

Us ing  the  ACC70,  the  veh ic le  can be

controlled in four different steer modes:

- Single steer/drive
- Dual steer/drive
- Differential drive
- Quad directional drive

The ACC70 suppons mdio and IR comm-

unications for laser guided systems.

i t  a lso  suppor ts  cont inuous  fu l l -dup lex

inductive communication which is standard

for u'ire-guided systems.

Optional serial communication ports are

available that support different protocols e.g.

for bar code scanners.

The ACC70 also has powerful PLC-supporr

including timer functions able to handlc up

ro  86  d ig i ta l  I /Os .

Additional I/Os are installed by using I/O ex-

pansion units.

A map of the entire route layout is stored in

the ACC70, which mears that the vehicle can

find a path to any destination in the layout

by itself. The navigation map is easily

generated from a CAD drawing with the Lay-

out & Reflector Definition Program.

The ACC70 offers a wide range of status

monitoring and diagnostic procedures for

faster and easier troubleshooting. It also
supports maoual control devices,/onboard
operator control panels.

The ACC70 is customized for each system's
specific requirements with the ACC70 Defi-
nition Program-

e.ll definition programs run on standard PC
models.

TwofND<:-sdmrctrdion/edudionwhict6;bthetef ed@l@/&ieebi.b(QUAD)unhl@dhandlirtg.Totbe rightastnSleswr/dri@@bi.l4.
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Modular configuration
W.ide range of pLC support
All parameters software defined and
user changeable

. Can be used on ali floor types

. Suitable for ,.Clean 
Room- 

-

installations
. Increased route handlin g capability
. No floor cutfing
. Easy to modi$r the route layout
. Simple reflective tape strip. fo,

guidance
. Operates on both 24 and 4g y DC

ACC70 Cards
MPMC II
Mulriport memory controller with central
Memory module for all definitions and inter-
nal communication.

1 serial interface for definition download
(RS-232).

SYS Control Gard
System controller card for supervision, mas-
ter communication, routing (route selection
vra tne layout) and pLC functions.
2 serial interfaces (RS-422 / RS-232)

Technical Data
Pouer requirements

l-aser Scanner : 24y DC ! n.n , U

ACCTO: 24/48V DC ! 3O/o

ACCTO max power consumption: 2SW

Gommunicatbn data

Radio communication: from 48OO to 9600 Baud

lR communication: 192OO Baud

0perational daia

Temperature: 0 to 46. C (32 to 113. F )
Relative humidity: non{ond€nsing 10 to 90%

Laser Scanner

Laser type: GaAs

NAV Gard
Laser navigation functions.

2_serial interfaces for the laser scanner
(R5422 / RS_232)

REcC0ltl Cad
Vehicle control functions, including outputs
for se-rvo amplifiers and encod., i.rp".ra, "!.iut
interface for radio,/IR communication and
Multidrop communication for auxiliary NDC
equipment.

- 4ana logueou rpu rs  ( - I 0V  _  + t0V )
- 4 tncremental inputs (two with zero pulse)
- + anatogue inputs 0_30 V / _75 v _ +15 V- I serial interface (RS-232)
- I serial interface (RS-485)

VA ls/l40ard
Digital I/O card including pLC and timer
functions.

15 / L 4 digital inputs,/outputs

I 30 Card
Digital input card including pLC and dmer
functions.

J0 digital inputs

ClO Card
Communication I/O card. including serial
interface for radio,zlR comrnunicarion, extra
serial.interfaces for opt ional comntunical ion,
dig i ta l  L/Os,  encoder inpurs and muhidrop
communication for auxiliary NDC equipmen-t.

- 2 serial inrerfaces (RS-232)
- 1 serial interface (RS-495)
- 2 incremental encoders (with zero pulse)
- 8/6 digital inputs / ourputs

(optional analogue inputs, 0 _ 30 V)

Radio Data Modem
Satelline - lAS
The Satelline. 1-AS incorporates a kansmitter.
receiver and the appropriate modem in onc
unrt ,  at t  ln  one sate_of_the_art  casins.  l t  is
c'onnecled via an RS-232 interfa.e ll, D)..

ACC70 Vehicle Controller ancl to the stati()nary
Master Controller.

Low weight and small size make the Satcllinc-
1AS easy-to-place an''where.

The Satelline-1AS operares in the 450 MIIz
band. It has one crystal-controlled channcl
which is factory selected. The data ransfer
rate is 4 800 bits,/s as asynchronous dara.

laser Scanner ver. 1.6 Dimensions:

Diameter: 188 mm

Height: 154 mm

Weight: 2.7 kg

AOC70 ll Dimensions (mml

Top view

Technical Data Radio Modem Receiver

Receiver

Frequency rcn4e: 42O_47O MHz

Channel separation :25 kHz

Number of channels: 1

Transrnifter

Requency range: 42O-47O MHz

Carrier porver:40O mw/ +26 dBm/SO ohm

Number of channels: 1

. Transmitter

Frequency range: 42M7O MHz

Carrier powen 4OO mW

Radio Modem

Temperature range: -25" C to +55" C

Data speed: 48OO bits/sec

Operating voltage: +10 - +13 V DC

Dimensions and weigfrt

Height: 110 mm

Width: 65 mm

Depth: 26 mm

Min. fre€
8pae 50

i -' C o n n e c t o E

Wavelength: 780 nm

Beam diameter: 3mm

Rotation/sec

O.3 mrad

A  r n  c

Laser classffieation {EN 6tt82$1 : 19941

Class 7:

C(ass 38:

Output power: 0.1 - 0.6 mW

Range: up to 45 m

Output  power:  0.1-  2.5 mW

Range: up to 65 m

laser System Featurcs

weight: 280 g
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MCD
Manual Control Terminal
The MCD makes it possible to manually control
both the steer and drive functions on the load
handling equipment of a laser guided vehicle.
The MCD is connected to the ACC70 vehicle
controller via one plug-in chassis connector.

The i\{CD has four different modes:

Automatic mocle. The LGV is independent
of anf instructions frorn the operator/lr{CD.

Senxi-autonratic mode. The LGV speed and
direction are determined by the user via the
MCD. The LGV is automatically guided by
the laser to the path. If no path is found, the
vehicle can be guided by the operator.

l[anual mode. The operator controls all
vehicle activities via the MCD. The vehicle is
no longer guided by the laser system.

Imd bandlingmtde. The operator controls con-
veyors. li.ft tables, etc., mounted on the vehicle.

Operator inter{ace
The OP7 is an operator terminal for connec-
tion to the ACC70. It increases the capability
for nranual intervention and control of vehi-
cle functions. Depending on the application,
the OP- can be used for different tasks:

- Supervision of vehicle status and event
logging

- Debugging of vehicle functions
- \loniloring I/O status

Definition Prcgram
ln order to make the application programrnng
of NDC products as user friendly as possible,
menu based definition programs are used.
There are s€parate definition programs for
the Vehicle controller (ACC70), Master Con-
troller (NT/PC), Operator Interface (CVAY)

and Iayout(runs underAutoCAD 386 Release

12 for DOS).

Mobicon
FSA Seno Amplifiers
The Mobicon Servo Amplifier operates on the
chopper principle (transistor pulsing of motor
current) and uses fr-xed battery supplied voltage
to power a DC motor with variable voltage. The
FSA Mobicon has four quadrant control, n'hich
means that the FSA unit controls the speed and
acceleration/deceleration of a motor in bodr tbr-
ward and backward direction widrout the use
of contactors.
The FSA Mobicon can be used for encoder
feedback, as well as for armature feedback.

To make the FSA as flexible es possible. ell
control connections are available externallr,.

This new Mobicon type FSA is based on Field
Effect Transistors (FET), and therefore needs
less cooling, which resuls in a more compact
design. The FSA Mobicons are available in the
following versions:

FSA23 (73 L max. current ,/ 10 A continuous)
FSA45 (45 tmx. current,/ 20 A continuous)
FSA80 (80 A mu. curent / 40 A continuous)
FSA150 (150 A max. curent / 75 A continuous)
FSA200 (200Amax. curent/ l00Acontinuous)

Features;
- High efficiency, exceeding 90 o/o

- Variable current limits
- Feedback by tachometer or armature
- Short-circuit prctection
- Power transistor over-load protection
- Maintenance free, solid state

technology
- Over and under voltage protection

ESD protection
Overheating protection
Forced cooling by fan (FSA45,

FSA80, FSA150 and FSA200)

45 A version
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The graphically displayed layout can be zoo-
med in 8 preselected levels using command
buttons, and also panned in norrnil rVindows

fashion. The layout used in CVAY is created
by the layout program.

Diagnostic functions at both system and
vehicle level ensure good system overview
and considerably reduce troubleshooting.

CWAY communicates with the Master Con-
troller via the NetBios networking protocol
or serial line.

Features:
- Graphic display of the LGV system

generated from AutoCAD drawings
- Total LGV supervision from the

graphic display
- Multiple display of different rypes of

tabular data simultaneously
- Excellent diagnostic possibilities on

both system and vehicle levels
- Vehicle movement shown in

different zoom levels
- Vehicle status clearly displayed with

different colours
- C.onnection with the Master via NetBios

or serial line
- Online help

t{t 7000
NT 7000 is a Master Conroller program for
an NDC System Seven for Vindows NT 3.5.
It is a powerful LGV system order manager
and t raf f ic  contro l ler .  I t  has advanced
diagnostic and statistic functions.

NT 7000 is designed to work with automatic
guided vehicles equipped wirh the ACC70.

The program is run on a standard PC
equipped with 1-5 NDC PC COM card(s).

This Master Controller is especially applicable
for medium and large sized AGV systems
(inductive, laser or other guidance systems)
and can be used for stand alone applications,
as well as together with a host computer.

NT 7000 controls up to 50 vehicles in the
system as standard, and can be expanded.

The 20 communication channels are intended
for Host computer communication, vehicle
communication (max 16 channels), C\00AYand
1-16 multidrop lines for digital VO units (BIV3,

SC/ or SIOX).

Featurcs:
- Has highly sophisticated tools for

vehicle control and traffic regulation
- Equipped with various standard

protocol drivers for connection of
host computers or parallel systems

- Easy to program using the C7
Definition program

- Supports user-defined transport
sequences

- Dynamicoptimization,allocation
and reallocalion of traffic

- Built-insystem-on-linediagnostics
- Supports CVAY graphic monitoring

of the system activities
- Possible to operate in different modes

to adapt to around the clock variations
in the traffic

- Nefwork communication
- Multitasking environment. CSTAY and

host software run simultaneously with
NT 7000.

CWAY
CWAY is the operator interface program for an
NDC AGV System Seven which runs under MS
'Windows. 

The program is used on a standard PC.

Using a layout diagram and tables, CVAY ma-
kes it possible for total operating control over
the AGV system.

Netzler & Dahlgren Co AB
sE-429 80 SriRO SWEDEN

Phone:  +4631-938000

Fax: +46 31 - 93 81 00
info@ndc.se

http:/,/www.ndc.se

NDC AUTOMATION INC,
3101 Latrobe Drive

chadotte Nc 28211-4849, USA

Phone: (7o4) 362-1115

Fax: (704) 365-8468

info@ndca.com

http:,//lvww.ndca.com

T€ctnical data ttlT 7000
Communication capacity
Maximum capacity:
20 c,hannels (4 chlPCCOM card, max. 5 cards)

Sdnrar€ ffierfrce
ACI (host computer) interface
CWAY (operator) interface
SSIO interface
Multidrop l ine
TCPlle NetBios

Interface Upes
Ethernet, TokenRing
R$432
RS-422
RS485
20 mA current loop

SSO lines
Max. 16 channels

llk*icles
Vehicles 50
Vehicle types 8
Numbers of vehicles per type: user selectable

ll#paameters'
Simultaneous execution. 50 orders
Nodes, 999 per AGV system
Home positions, Selectable
Addressable positions: 2 5OO, depending on
system design

Corfl puter r€commeldations
Pentium 90, 16 Mb RAM
Diskette drive 3 f/2" I.44 Mb
One parallel port (1.5 mA at 3V) for NDC
Software Protection Device
One tull length slot for each PCCOM card
(max. 5 cards).

Softrvare Preteclim
The software is protected by a hardwae ket
(NDC Software Protection Device), whin
requires a SW Protection key code fs
the program to start.
The key code is unique lo( e?r;h apdr'ti,
and gives access to the purchasec s'.,si-
configuration (number of whicles. e::




